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Sailboat Sunset Card Instructions 

           

Materials: 

Frantic Stamper Sailboat Die FRA9514 
Cloud inks, blues:  Summer Sky, Indigo Mist, Chic 
Pumpkin  
Memento Yellow ink 
Nellie’s Nested Circle die Set MFD055 
Joy Craft Cutting Flowers 60030031 
Black Marker for seagulls 
Black, Navy, Ivory, yellow card stock  
 
 
 
Instructions: 
 
1. Cut a piece of black or blue card stock measuring 10 x 7 inches and fold in half to create a 5 x 7 card. 

2. Cut a piece of ivory card stock that measures 6.5 x 4.5 inches. 

3. Die cut 2 sailboats from black card stock and 1 of the cutting flowers. 

4. Die cut a circle that measures about 1.25” in diameter from a piece of card stock, as this will be the 

mask to create the sun. 

5. Use a straight piece of paper to create a line between the water and the sky. Tape this in place at the 

back of the card. 

6. Tape the sun in place using a piece of low tack tape on the back 

7. Start with the yellow ink and place some using a foam dauber around the sun, next take some orange 

cloud ink and und add around the sun going a little further out.  You do not have to make it even as it 

will give the effects of clouds. 

8. Next add several blue coloured inks to the outer edges. 

9. When you are happy with the sky, remove the circle and you may wish to add a little yellow and 

orange on top of the sun to create a cloud type effect. 

10. Remove the piece of straight paper. 

11. On the lower part of the card add some yellow to the area you would anticipate the sun to be 

reflecting in the water. 

12. Cover the sky you have just created with the straight piece of paper and tape again to the back.  Now 

add some orange inks around the sun and blue around the edges. 

13. Once you are happy with the colours of the water then remove the piece of paper again, 

14. Place one of the sailboat die cuts in the place you would like it to be and below it add some Dusty 

Charcoal ink or black distress ink to simulate a shadow. 
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15. Cut the sail away from one of the sailboat die cuts and add to a complete sailboat using black foam 

tabs.  This will make the sailboat three-dimensional. 

16. Attach the background scene to the blue or black card using double-sided tape. 

17. Attach the sailboat to the card using black foam tabs. 

18. Draw seagulls around the sun using a black marker 

19. Cut the “cutting flowers”  into two pieces and add the larger piece to the right side of the card and the 

other to the left side with foam tabs. 
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